Abstract

This bibliography records books and articles on \TeX, \METAFONT, \WEB, fonts, typography, indexing, and software related to these topics. ISBN and ISSN numbers are given, where available. A few \troff-related items are included because of their strong overlap with \TeX issues.

Title word cross-reference

3 [Fin03, Fin04, Gon04]. e [Mao94].
GL(2) \times GL(3) [Wu08]. GL(6) [Wu08]. \int [Ver00]. \mu_{\nu\rho\sigma\lambda} [Lik04]. \Omega [CO04, PHSB04]. \pi [Bec77]. SO(3) [SS90]. T\sp{3} [Mil86b].
-dimensiona[l [Fin03, Fin04]. -Wegweiser [Det97].

/\LaTeX [LS96]. /\TeX [IEE92].

'05 [Kin05].
2.5 [Ano97]. 2010 [Bri10]. 22nd [Mil86a].
3.0 [Har93b]. 30th [WH86]. 3DLDF [Fin03, Fin04].
4\TeX [DFKvdV94, DF99]. 4th [HAB98].
5.25in [Bec91b].

690 [ISO87].

7-10 [VC92]. 7th [HAB98, Zla92].

'88 [BMJ88]. 8th [Nad90].

'92 [VC92, Zla92]. '95 [Lev95]. '98 [HAB98].

= [KD15].

ABC [DE89]. ABC-XYZapf [DE89].


Active [Lin05, Lin06]. Ada [San89]. adaptation [BB89]. Adapting [RS85].

Address [Har02a]. Adobe [Ado90, Har93a]. Advanced [Her81, KD93, KD95, Sal95, Wil04]. Advances [Grä93b, Grä94a, Grä94b, Pie91]. Aesthetic [HNJ+94]. affect [MBHL91].


Alphabetgeschichten [Zap07b].

Alphabetic [Dru95, Gar68, RS85].

Alphabets [Tsc95c]. Alternative [Har93a].

American [Ano84]. amont [FPR84].

Ampedes [SrV92]. amplifiers [SrV92].


Animation [BK91, Hay77, HS04]. Animations [HS04]. Anleitung [WKS+93a, WKS+93b]. annealing [Lag95].

Annex [AH05]. Annotated [SS91]. Annual [Ano91b, SBH+04]. ans [Kna97].

Anthology [McL95]. Anwender [Sch91b]. APA [Vip96]. APE [San89]. APL [Doe87, GSNM93, Hal87, Hoh88, How86].

APL2TEX [GSNM93]. APL87 [Hal87].

appearance [Kna92]. application [Sie92b]. Applications [BU89, Cla90, GR82, HL87, Vul92, CM12, Doo02, Lin06, Rah87a].

appreciated [Kra96]. approach [Fei88, Won66, Won90, Gho83, GB83].


Area [DS83]. Aren’t [Schn88].

arithmetic [BBS01]. arrows [Ros92a]. Art [Aib88, Bai70, Bai90, SP92, Tsc95c, TW87].

Article [vdLL89]. Articles [NCNS82, Zap87, vH89]. Artifacts [DM91].

artistic [HAB98]. Artists [Tsc95c]. Arts [Arn72]. Asian [WH86, Kor07]. Aspects [Her93, vDVM88]. Assistants [Swa86].

Assisté [Ros84]. Associates [Man87b].

Association [Ano84]. Astronomical [Hec92].

Astronomy [Hec92]. Asymptote [HBP04]. aufgabenorientierte [WKS+93a, WKS+93b].

Aufsätze [Tsc87].

August [Cla90, ICC88, SBH+04, WH86].

Auszug [Tsc87]. auteurs [Féd89].

Author [Bry88, Doo89, Sto92]. Authors [Ano87, Ke185, Swa86, Gar74a].

Automated [Lag95, MR92c, Sch04, HNJ’04, LFN04].

Automatic [JMP97, JMRI97, MMH07, Pla81].

Automating [CH87, Fei88, MBO93].

Automation [For89, EIE92, YKT90].

available [KW90].

dijitaru [Kar89]. Dijkstra [FvGGM90].
dimensional [Fin03, Fin04]. dimensions [AKWC82]. Direction [Jac94]. directional [BB89]. Directions [Ker81a, Knu79a].
Dissemination [EPO]. diversions [WBS82, vdL92b]. division [Dès84b, Man87a]. dla [Paw93]. Doceng [Kin05].
Document [Ala93, Ben86a, BBv88, Bro91, CDMR85, Di193, Dil93, Dil99, FSS82a, FSS82b, Fur90, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, KLO78b, KLO78a, Ker84, Ker85, Ker89, Ker90, Kim05, KD93, KD95, KD99, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, Ohn91, PR92, Rei80, Sey82, Sir93, VC92, vV86, vV88, AJ92, De 88, Geh95, HNJ*04, JLS03a, JLS*03b, JLS*04, KLS92, Kin06, Kr990, Lin95, MH11, McCS8, PC09, WBSS2, Won90].
Documentation [CS99, Dès86, ISO87, Knu82e, KLS9, Luc85b, Bri90, Knu83c].
Documents [Ano88, BKKW98, BEL04, GRM97, Hah91, Hah93, LS04, MH92, Shin94, Woh98, AP83, BKKW03, Di07, Eic90, HB95, LA05, MMH07, Ves92, YFP04, And83a]. Does [AMS90]. Doing [HW95a, HW95b, Heck03].
e-Documents [BEL04]. E-TeX [Mit90]. e.V [Sch94]. e.V. [LS96]. Ease [Abi88].
easier [Lav92a, Lav92b]. easy [FS92, LU92b]. Editing [Bar86, Lec79, Pad04, Ste81, Swa86, But81, EE93, McK91, Wan96, Z+94]. editions [HB95]. Editor [Bro91, Wal87b, CO91, Do02, Ver00].
editoria [Bec91a]. Editorial [Swa86, Gar74a]. Editors [Bos86, Sch88a].
Edsger [FvGGM90]. Education [BU89]. Eesti [Ibr92]. Effectiveness [DM91].
Egyptian [Hug88]. eight [Vin92].
Einführung [Gün96, Kat93, Kat97, Kop90, Kop91b, Kop92, Kop94, Sch88b, Sch90a, Sch91c, Abd92, Abd93, Abd96, Kop88].
Einsatz [Bin93]. Einsteiger [Ge96]. eLaTeX [Ala93].
Electronic [Ano87, BH86, EPO, Fur90, GR82, Gin94, HAB98, Man87b, VC92, Wh88, vV88]. elegant [Sh94]. Elementare [Tsc86].
Elements [Bri92, Bri96, Bri04, Bri12, Tob85, Wit85].
elettronica [Bec91a]. Embedding [HS04].
encyclopedia [Hic89]. end [GSMN93].
Engine [LS04, Lin06]. Engineering [Kin05]. Engineers [Buc90]. English
And92, App85, A04, GD10, JHR88, Trz95].
Enseigner [And92]. ensure [Lav92b].
ensuring [Lav92a]. Entwicklungen [Zap07b]. Environment [Lam04, Nad90, Hay87, Lub90, Rug87, Wai82a, AMSV85].
Environments [Gr94a, Sie92a].
Ergänzungen [Kop95]. Eric [Pop92].
Errors [DM91, Knu88, Knu89c].
Erweiterungen [Kop97].
Erweiterungsmöglichkeiten [Kop90, Kop91a]. Esq [Bux88]. Essays [Bar86, KSW03]. Essential [K13].
established [De 88]. Esthetics [Sch04].
Euler [KZ89, Sie85]. Euro [TEX a].
Europe [BMJ88, Kar94c]. European [Cla90, Dè86, IEE92, Luc85b, Nad90, Zla92].
EuroTeX [Zla92]. EuroWorks [Kar94c].
Evaluate [DM91]. Evaluating [Ada91].
Evaluation [LFN04]. everybody [Jur92].
everyday [DL94]. Everyone [Hah91, Hah93, Pop92]. Everything [Knu93]. Evidence [Tuf97], Evolution [Grä09b], Example [Bor92a, Bor93, Pap90a]. Examples [GR82].

Exeter [Cla90]. experience [KM92, Krö90]. Everything [Tuf97]. Evolvability [Bar86], Explicit [Spi80], Expos [Sch88a]. Expressions [YF04], expression [Doo02]. expressions [YF04].

Extensible [Rug87]. extension [BTM+01]. extensions [Hán Thế Thành00].

Extracting [YF04]. extraction [Kan91].

F.R.S. [Bux88]. Factors [BM89]. Failure [HL87]. Falling [KD15]. Families [MF87b].

Family [BH86, Knu80b, HB09, MF86a, MF86b, MF87a, Bee87].

Fast [IM86a]. Features [Ano90b, Wils04]. February [ABD03]. Federal [VC92]. few [JHR88].

Feynman [Lev90, Ohl95]. Fifty [DE89]. File [CSR10b, LL94, PB03]. Finally [Grä94b].

First [Ghin94, Grä99, Luc85b, Mil84, Pla06, Sam93, Gar74b, PC09].

Flexible [LS04]. float [MMH07]. FO [dSdOM+05]. format [Kar98].

Font [Ado90, Eng87, FK82, Kar94b, Knu81, LNN00, Ada91, Dea92, FK85, Gho84, GC88, KKL89, LNN95, HG83, Knu82b].

Fonts [Har84]. Fonts [EL85], Flatline [Har93a].

HBBG95, Hoe98, Kar92a, Knu90a, MF86a, MF86b, MF87a, MF87b, Pi804, Wil04, WH76, vb92c, vb93b, GC88, Gun85, Kar94c, Knu90c, PB03, Ueh90, Ven92, Vin92, Vos12].

Form [ISO87, Ika83, Tsc91b]. Formal [GB83]. Format [Ado90, CS99, Koh08, Ric78, San89].

Formate [Kar92a]. Formats [Ben88, CSR10a, Kar87, Kar92a, Kar94a, Wal87a, De 88, Ebe95].

Formatter [Fuj94, KV89, MH92]. Formatting [Ber06, Geh87, Sou92, BB89, Fis91, FSS82a, FSS82b, Geh86, GL88, Kin06, LA05, Noo83, SKS97, Wan96, Grö09c]. Forms [Tsc95c].

Forth [For98, SMi89, SMi90]. FORTRAN [Her69, Her70]. Forward [Kar92a].

Foundation [Gra13]. Four [Mil90]. Fourth [Ano91b, Mil87]. Fragile [Tsc87].


French [And05, Dés84a, Dés85]. Friendly [AMSV85]. Friends [vD12]. front [GSMN93]. Fun [Knu90a, Knu90c].

Function [Ano91b, Mil87].

Gentlemen [Tsc87].

Gentlemensbuch [Rud88].

Getting [HB95, IM86a]. Give [Wis01].

given [Sha01]. Global [Hol06]. Glossary [EAE+94]. Glyphs [Har84].

GMD [App90]. GNU [CS99].

Goodbye [Kir05].

Gourmet [Spi80, Spi86a, Spi90]. GRAB [Les88].

Grade [Sam83]. Grafik [Kli02, Vof04, Vof05, Wer92].

Grafik-Import [Wer92]. grammars
Grande [EtPR94]. Grand
[Kim90b, Kim90a, Kim90c]. grap
[GL88, BK86, BK90]. graph [Hob01].

Graphic [Arn72, Tsc95c, Whi88, WH76].

graph [Hob01].

Graphic [Arn72, Tsc95c, Whi88, WH76].

Graphical [Mol93, HM92]. Graphics
[Den92, GRM97, GMR+08, Hoe98, Ker81b, Ker82, Lev90, Mar94, Rah89, Sow94, Wal87b, Whi83, Van80, BTM′01, CO91, HBP04, Mat05, Van81, Voß11a, Wer92, Zab82].

Graphik [Sow94]. Graphs
[BK90, Hob95, BK86]. gray [Woo87].

Grayscale [HBBG95, Nai91].

Great
[Whi90].

Greece
[SBH+04].

Greek
[Fil04, Lik04].

Grid
[Her87, Fei88, Hur78, JLS+03b]. grid-based
[Fei88, JLS+03b]. Group
[Cor86, SBH+04].

Guida
[Bec91a, Bia92]. Guide
[Ala93, Ame01, Ano87, Bia92, BR93, Bry88, Des99, DKvdV94, Fuj93, Hah91, Hah93, Hol89, KS87, KD93, KD95, KD99, KO04, Lam86, Lam94, Lee79, LNN00, Spi80, Spi86a, Spi90, Tz95, Bla90, Dat17, Kot11, LNN95, PC09, Rol93, Rol95, Vos12, Z+94].

Guidelines
[Mit90, SvdL89, Bri10].

GUST
[BP04].

GUTenberg
[Cah, Kir05].

Hahn
[Pop92]. Haltung
[Her87, Fei88, Hur78, JLS′03b].

halftones
[Kim97].

Handbook
[Arn72, BR93, Gib96, Har92c, Hig93, WMS04, But81, Tsc95b].

Handbuch
[Lam95, Tsc95a].

handy
[JR92].

Happen
[Ame01]. Happening
[Jac94].

Hart
[Har91]. having
[Kra96].

hax
[TEX b]. Hebrew
[Port92].

held
[HAB98, Mil84, Mil85, Mil86a, SBH+04].

hello
[Kir05]. help
[DL94, Lav92a].

Here
[Har02a].

Hermann
[DE98, Kar92a].

Hershey’s
[WH76]. Herwijnen
[Pop92].

HeVeA
[Mar98].

Hierarchy
[MH92].

Hieroglyphs
[Hug88].

High
[CDFV12, Cla87, MR92b, SrV92].

high-performance
[SrV92]. High-Quality
[Cla87, CDFV12]. Highest
[MR92c].

Hilfsprogramme
[KLö02].

hints
[Dea92].

History
[Bec77, Dru95].

HITAC
[Hay87].

Horstman
[Cor86].

Hortatory
[Bar86].

hours
[Dat17]. house
[Váč92].

Houses
[Sch88a].

Hrsge
[Sch94].

HTML
[GR99, Lei13].

Hudson
[ML80].

Human
[BM89, vdVM88].

Human-computer
[vdVM88].

Humans
[BS83, Rah87a]. Hungarian
[WS04].

Hy
[Lia83, Lia84].

Hy-phen-a-tion
[Lia83, Lia84].

Hypermedia
[DD94].

hypertext
[Gel95]. Hyphenation
[App85, Fil04, FS92, Sie92a, Dés85].

I.
[Man87b]. IBM
[otB86, Do02, FM85, Pap89, Vin92].

ICL
[Lei85]. ideas
[Kra96].

Idee
[Kat97].

Ideograms
[RSV16]. IFIP
[DS83].

II
[Grä94a, Grä90b, Mil85, Mor94b].

III
[Cra87a, Grä94b, Grä90c, Mil86a].

IKARUS
[1ka83].

Illuminating
[TW87].

Illustrated
[Lee79, McL95].

Illustrating
[GRM97].

Illustrations
[Sp80, Zap87].

Image
[Wu08, Ada91, CO91].

Images
[Ros84, Tuf97].

Imagination
[Dru95].

Imaging
[AH89, HAB98].

impact
[MH11, Pfe91].

Impatient
[ABH90].

impaziente
[ABH91]. implementation
[Di 07].

Implementations
[FM85, Grä93b, Grä94a, Grä94b, Grä90b].

Implementing
[Fil98, Lei85].

Import
[Wer92].

Importance
[DM89, Krö90].

Importing
[Wer92].

Improved
[Nai91].

Improving
[Har02a].

iazece
[Wie92].

Inc.
[Mil86b].

incognito
[vdL92a].

Incorporating
[Ven92]. Incremental
[Fis91].

Independent
[Utt85, BB89].

Index
[CH87, CH88, Che90].

Indexes
[BK88, Les88, Gar74b].

Indexing
[Ame01, Col62, Cro80, Mil84, Mil05].

Indian
[Gho83].

Industrial
[For89, Wil83]. industries
[YKT90].

Information
[Bri10, Bee13, Har02a, Rah87a, Tuf83, Tuf90, II88, Myh90].

Informatique
[And85].

initial
[Krö90].

initials
[Gar74b].

Ink
Kan91, KR85, PK82. linear [BBS01].

Lines [KP81]. lingual [Gho84]. Linux [Lip99].

List [Pak05, Zap87, Pol93, Van94]. Lists [Har02b]. LITA [Cra87b]. Literacy [BH86].

Literate [Ben86b, Gur94a, Knu83b, Knu84b, Knu92, Pap90a, Sew98, SS91]. Livre [Ser89, Fèd89]. Local [DS83]. Logical [Eic90].


Mac [Lau04]. Machine [Nad90]. machines [Lav92a, Lav92b]. Macintosh [How86, Knu92, Moi93]. macro [Spi86a, Spi90].

macrostruzioni [Bec91b]. Macros [vB92d, vB93c, Knu82b]. MACSYMA [Fat87]. MacSYMA-like [Fat87]. magazines [Hur78, POM12]. Mai [And83a].


Manifesto [Sie86]. manifest [JLS03a]. Manipulation [ACM81, Fur90, VC92, vV86, vV88, And83b, And83a].

Manual [Ado85a, Ano82, Ano84, No83, Ano10, Ano17, BK90, HC88, Hob04, The03, Lab84, Lam86, Lam94, Mcl80, Sam83, Spi85, Spi86b, Spi91, WKS+93b, Bau02, Col02, Fin03, Fin04, Ros92b, EE93].

manuels [Hob01]. Manuscript [AMS90]. Manuscripts [Ano87]. many [Hru94].


Maryland [Fur90]. master [KW90, Van93a]. Mastering [Whi83].

Matching [GH82]. Matematik [Mor91]. materials [Bri89]. Math [AGQ85, Grä93c, Grä96, Grä00, Grä07, Grä16, Por97, vB92c, vB93b, Knu92, Ver90].

Mathematica [Soi95]. Mathematical [ABD03, Bor93, BEL04, EL04, Hig93, Knu78a, Knu79b, KLR89, Kra96, Mar94, Mor91, Pal86, Soi95, Trz95, Doo02, EE93, Rev91, Shu94, YF04, You97, vLCL99].

mathematicheskikh [EE93, Shu94]. Mathematics [KC75, Ker81c, KZ89, Swa86, Day83, HW95a, HW95b, Hay96, Vo81b].

mathématiques [FPR84, Roy84]. MathML [Doo02, Pad04]. MathType [Har93]. May [Hal87, Luc85b, NP89].


Methods [Cla90, Kar94b, Sow94, Wil83]. MF [MF86a, MF86b, MF87a, MF87b]. MG [Mar94]. Micro [Hän Thè Thành00].


modest [Sic92a]. modular [Hur78]. molecular [AKWC82]. momentum [SS90].


Personal [Fuj93, Bia92, DE89]. Perspective [KW03]. petit [Ser89]. Petites [And05]. Phase [DM89]. phen [Lia83, Lia84]. Philological [Won86b].


Portland [ACM81, Pie91]. posobie [Shi94]. possibilities [Dem89]. Postprocessing [KV89]. PostScript [GRM97, Har93a, Ude89].

Pour [Hob01]. power [Ude89, WBS82].

Practical [Lab84, Pop92, Shu94, Trz95, van90, Dat17].

Practice [Wil83, vB92a, vB92b, vB92c, vB92d, vB93a, vB93b, vB93c, Knu91, Mor91, RKM88].

Prague [Zha92]. praksis [Mor91].

praktyczne [Jac93]. pratique [Des99, Rol93, Rol95, Rol99].

praxisorientierte [Abd92, Abd93, Abd96].

Pre [Sie86]. Precision [LNN95, LNN00]. predicting [Ada91]. preface [Gho83].

Preliminary [Bil89]. Premiers [Urb91].

preparing [FK85]. Preparation [Ala93, CH87, CH88, Her70, KLOT8a, Ker84, Ker85, Ker89, Ker90, KHD93, KHD95, KHD99, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, GB82, KLOT8b, KL82, Ohn91, PC09, Sey82, WBS82, AKWC82].

Preparing [Ano87, Fuj93, Shu94]. preprocessor [GP99]. presence [FS92].

Present [Tsc95c, Mcl95]. Presentation [Nai91, Sou92, II88]. Presentations [Voß12].

Presented [BU89]. Press [Har91, Ude89].

pretty [Ros92a]. Prime [Bro94]. Primer [Cla92, Kra96, SK95, Dea92, FN87].

primeros [Gai92]. Principles [GR82, Col62]. Print [Bro94]. Printer [Cer85, FN87, Pap90b]. Printers [Tsc95c].

Printing [Ben91, BK88, Dem89, Hug88, Pie91, Gou86, Lin06]. pro [Kmn93, Ryb95].

Problem [ST81, CM12, Sou85a]. Problems [Vip96, Ueh90]. Proceedings [ACM81, Ano91b, BMJ88, Cla92, DS83, Dés86, Fur90, Hal87, IE82, Knu92, Lev95, Luc85b, Mil85, Mil86a, Mil87, AFI76, VC92, WH86, Zha92, vV86, vV88, Gut04, HAB98, VP89, Nad90, SBH80]. Process [Ano91b]. Processing [Abi88, CH88, Di93, Di99, Fil98, ICC88, Mil84, Mil85, Mil86a, Mil87, Mil86b, Pa86, Sr93, vV86, AJ92, BR87, Bec87, BBv88, Chr87, HM89, Rah87b, Wun90].

Processor [Lab84]. Processors [Mil90, Mil92].

Produce [Win88]. Production [DM91, Lee79, AP83, Hur78, Ros84].

Profesjonalny [Bor92b, Bor97, Bor01].

Professional [DE89, KS87, HB95].

Professioneller [Sch89, Sch91b].

professionels [Fed89].

Program [BJK87, Knu86a, Knu86b, Knu90b, Re88, Sew89, SvR92, Thi91].

Programmer [Hol89, Wal87a]. Programmiertechniken [App88]. Programmierung [Klö02].

Programming [Ben86b, Ben86a, Doo02, Gur94a, Her69, Hol87, Knu83b, Knu84b, Knu92, Sew89, SS91, Pap90a]. Programs [BM89, Mil86b, Kon01, Lub90, San89].

Project [Sie85]. Proof [Knu90b].

Proofreading [Swa86]. properties [AH05].

Prostoi [Shi94]. PROTEXT [Mil84, Mil85, Mil86a, Mil87]. proto [Doo00]. proving [L'v94].

Przewodnik [Dyl94, Wyr92, Lam04]. przygotowywania [Wyr92]. przykłady [Dyl94].

PSTricks [Voß04, Voß05, Voß11a]. Psychological
Ano84. Psychonomic [vdVM88]. pu
Lia83, Lia84. Publication
[Ano84, Ear87, Jac94, Nel78, Nel91, Adoxx].
Publiceren [dBvLV88]. publikacji
[Bor92b, Bor97, Bor01]. Publish [Yua01].
Published [AMS90, Bri89, Kra96].
Publisher [Gil89, Ise90, Jan86]. Publishers
[Ano87, KM92]. Publishing [Bai70, Bai90, Bar86, BBW18, EPO, Fur90, Hec92, HC88, Lun92, Man87b, Myh90, Sch88a, Ude89, VC92, vV88, Bla90, CDFV12, Cra87a, FN87, HAB98, ŠČS92, Vác92, YKT90]. purpose
[IO89]. Pursuit [MR92c]. Putting [Wis01].
Pwn [CSR10a].
Q&AIX [Fox97, Fox98]. Quality
[Cla87, MR92c, Ada91, CDFV12, MR92b].
Quantitative [Tuf83]. Quantities [Tuf97].
queue [Pap90a]. quick [PC09, Vos12].
R [Lei13]. Rôle [Utt85]. Raleigh [BS83].
rapporter [Mor91]. Raster [AH99, HAB98].
rasterization [Dea92]. rather [SP92].
Rationalized [FPR85]. read [Kra96].
readability [MBHL91]. Readable [BM89].
Readers [Har91, Wis01, Kir05]. ready [DL94, JR92]. Real [Rot88]. recipes [LU92b]. Recommendation [Bri89].
Recommendations [Bri76]. Reconsidered [BKKW95, BKKW96]. Reconstruction
[PR92]. recorded [Kra96]. Recovering [PR92]. Recursive [SS90]. redaktirovaniu
EE93]. REDUCE [ASW89]. ReDuX
[Mor94a, Mor94b]. referees [Gar74a].
Reference [Ado85a, Ado88, Eij92, Hah91, Hah93, Har02b, Hol89, The03, Lam86, Lam94, LNN00, Wal87a, Bau02, Ebe95, Fin03, Fin04, LNN95, Pol93, Van94, Vos92].
References [Ame78, Grä09c, ISO87, Wis01, Bri50, Bri76, Bri89, Bri10, Gar68, Hun94, O’C92].
Referenz [Gün96]. Referenzhandbuch
[SP97]. regions [dSDOM+05]. règles
[Féd89]. Remark [HM90b]. remarks
[JHR88]. Rennes [And83a]. Repertory
[WH76]. Report [Sch88a]. Reports
[Her70, Mor91]. Representation [Kar92a].
Requirements [ACE+08, RKM88].
Research
[BU89, Gib96, Gin94, Mil86b, GD10]. Resources
[Prz04, Bri10, GC88]. Responsibilities [Sto92]. Results [Pis04].
Retrospective [Ker84, Ker89]. reusability
[Pap90a]. Review [Kon04, Ker81a, Mil86b]. reviews [PH92, Pop92]. Revision [Bee87].
revival [Har92b]. Revolution
[Grä90b, Wis01]. R. Riad [BK85]. RIDT
[HAB98]. Ring [DS83, UCBB83]. Risø
[Mor91]. Risø-rapporter [Mor91]. road[Ste92a]. Rochester [For89]. Roman
[MF86b]. Routine [Lev90]. Routines
vB93a]. Ru [Liu13]. Rukovodstvo
EE93, Z+94]. Rules [Col91, Har91, Sou92].
run [Dés84a]. Russian [Vin92].
S [Kmm80a, Kmm80c]. S.A.P.R.I.S.T.I
[Ros84]. Safe [CSR10a]. SäferTpx [Sch04].
salute [FvGGM90]. sand [Sim87].
Santander [Gut04]. Satzkunst [SP92].
Satzsystem [Ha97]. sazeciho [Bal97].
scale [BTM+01, Mat05]. Schaffende
[Tsc28, Tsc95a]. Schnell [Kna97]. School
[Na90]. Schools [Tsc95c]. Schriften
[Kar92a, Kar86]. Schriftenreihe
[Sch94]. Schriftstatistik [Kar92b].
Schrifttechnologie [Kar92c]. Science
[Bai70, Bai90, GD10, KSW03, Yua01, Kmm91].
Sciences [Hec92, Hig93]. Scientific
[CDMR85, Dés86, Her72, Luc85b, Mil86b, Mil92, Nad00, Dat17, Mor91, Ano97, HW95a, HW95b, HB95, Mil86b].
scientifica [Bec91b]. scientifically [ST05].
Scientists [Bue90, SK95]. scores [Fos87].
screen [MH11]. Scribe [Rei80]. script
[HBP04, Mac83]. script-based [HBP04].
Scripts [Gho83]. Scriptwriting [Hay77].
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